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We were back in the fishbowl in the ONB Bank Tower.   Prez Emily started the meeting at 
12:07pm.  She greeted everyone with a big smile.  We said the pledge to our Flag, Ron said the 
invocation and then we recited our Optimist Creed. 
 
Ron gave a recap of the trip last week to Camp Carson and presenting a $2400 check to them.  
They have almost doubled the size of their dining hall. 
 
Sunshine Report - Gary Burk a little under the weather with a strep throat.  Wonder who he’s 
been kissing? 
 
Our mean ole sarge, Michael Wall, was back.  Dressed in a very nice suit he began to extract 
money from the members. He started by asking for conscience money.  He put in some money 
as did Ron Eberhart, Jeff Olson, Michael Burk and others. 
 
Trivia Questions – What was the name of Hugh Hefner’s plane?   Big Bunny of course.          
Another one.  What was banned in Indonesia for stimulating passion?  The Hula Hoop!! 
 
Half-Pot name pulled was Ken Dennis.  He was MIA today. 
 
Today was Michael Walls birthday so Emily led us in singing Happy Birthday to him. 
 
President Emily introduced our speaker, Michelle Motta, Executive Director of Voices.  Voices 
is a non-profit organization that advocates for persons in nursing homes and assisted living    
facilities. 
 
Federally mandated and founded in 1980 it works with all licensed nursing homes in             
Vanderburgh County to give a voice to the patients.  As Michelle said, where they live in these 
facilities is their “HOME”.  They have rights as residents of these facilities.  Many do not realize 
that they have these rights and the facilities might try and take advantage of them.  That’s where 
“Voices” can help give them a voice. Examples are late in answering call buttons from patient, 
Not getting their medicine on time,   Not taking the appropriate number of showers per week.  
They provide a very valuable service to individuals who might be physically and mentally    
compromised. 
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Aug 9th  – Jamie Dill                                                    
Be Kind of Ollie 

Aug 23rd—Mary Bower                                                                                     

Evansville Museum 
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Our speaker for August 9th is Jamie Dill with “Be Kind for Ollie”.  Their mission is to honor his 
life by serving children through education, health, and other human service initiatives. Come 
and hear his story. 
 
Ron Eberhart, Newsletter writer 
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